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A major challenge in microbiology is to develop computing tools that can extract ecologically important 
information from digital images of populations and communities at single cell resolution, and analyze their 
structure in situ without cultivation. Several microbial ecologists, mathematicians, statisticians and computer 
scientists are addressing this challenge by developing a suite of software applications called CMEIAS (Center 
for Microbial Ecology Image Analysis System. The first release version of CMEIAS applies pattern 
recognition algorithms to classify all major plus several rare microbial morphotypes with 97% accuracy. 
Various CMEIAS upgrades feature image processing tools to segment objects within grayscale and color 
images before analysis, numerous measurement attributes for object analysis and classification, a multilinear 
cluster analysis application to optimize the size borders for subclassification of each morphotype into 
operational morphological units, tools to prepare images for extraction of spatial distribution data for point-
pattern, quadrat-based and geostatistical analyses of microbial colonization to surfaces, and add-ins to 
compile, analyze, tabulate, graph and compute ecological statistics on CMEIAS data. When finalized, the 
various software applications and their documentations (refereed journal publications, thoroughly illustrated 
user manuals, help topic search files, audio-visual training tutorials with accompanying test images) are 
released as free downloads at our CMEIAS website http://cme.msu.edu/cmeias. Examples of ongoing research 
projects using CMEIAS applications include the autecological biogeography of superior endophytic rhizobial 
inoculants that promote grain production of rice crops, architectural analysis of aquatic microbial biofilms, 
and microscopical classification of human vaginal microflora in health and disease. This improved computing 
technology opens new opportunities of digital imaging applications where size, shape, abundance, luminosity, 
color, architecture and spatial location are important, thereby strengthening quantitative microscopy-based 
approaches to advance microbial ecology in situ and spatial scales directly relevant to individual microbes.  
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1. General remarks 

A major challenge in microbial ecology is to develop reliable methods of computer-assisted microscopy that can 
process and analyze complex digital images of microbial populations and communities at single cell resolution, and 
compute useful ecological characteristics of their organization and structure in situ without cultivation. To address this 
challenge, we have been developing image analysis software that can extract the full information content from digital 
images of actively growing microbial populations and communities, thereby strengthening microscopy-based methods 
for understanding microbial ecology. Our software package, called CMEIAS (Center for Microbial Ecology Image 
Analysis System), consists of computing tools for image bioinformatics, including image processing and segmentation, 
object analysis and classification, data processing, statistical analysis and exploratory data mining that operate in a PC 
with Windows 32-bit operating systems. When released, free downloads of the program installation files are available at 
the CMEIAS website http://cme.msu.edu/cmeias accompanied by well-illustrated user manuals, help topics files, audio-
visual tutorials with training images, interactive wizard macros to analyze user’s images, and internet links to the 
pertinent literature. These applications are at various stages of development as described below. 

2.  Description of CMEIAS software applications 

2.1  CMEIAS v. 1.27 image analysis 

This first release version of CMEIAS operates within UTHSCSA ImageTool v. 1.27, extracts 24 attributes of size, 
shape and luminosity of microorganisms in images, features a 1-dimensional object classifier using a single, user-
specified measurement attribute and a unique, 14-dimensional supervised hierarchical tree classifier of all major (cocci, 
spirals, curved rods, regular rods, prosthecates, branched and unbranched filaments) and several minor (U-rods, 
ellipsoids, clubs, rudimentary branched rods) microbial morphotypes. Changes in abundance of each morphotype within 
dynamically growing communities can be monitored with 97% accuracy at frequencies down to 0.1%, and has 
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flexibility to add up to 5 additional rare morphotypes if present in the digital community images. Documentation of the 
algorithms for this morphotype classifier and their use in measuring the dynamic changes in morphological diversity 
during ecological succession of methanogenic anaerobic bioreactor microbial communities following nutrient-upshift 
shock and seasonal changes in freshwater streambed biofilms are available [1-4]. 

2.2 CMEIAS image segmentation   

Several editing tools have been built to segment images of microbial objects in various habitats prior to analysis. Early 
in 2010 we released a stand-alone CMEIAS Color Segmentation application designed to alleviate the laborious but 
commonplace task of segmenting foreground object pixels from background, especially when using color to locate and 
accurately define the contours of target microbes in environmental samples for quantitative microscopy and digital 
image analysis. The system’s uniqueness is its ability to remove background pixels whose three-dimensional color 
space overlaps the range that defines foreground objects. Image segmentation is accomplished by utilizing algorithms 
that address color and spatial relationships of user-selected foreground object pixels, complemented with numerous 
post-processing features to correct segmentation errors when they occur. Performance of the color segmentation 
algorithm had an overall pixel classification accuracy of 99+% when tested on a pixel-by-pixel basis for 26 different 
image samples from various habitats. Examples are provided in the software documentation [5] to illustrate how the 
system can be used to improve the quantitative analysis of microbial abundance and phylotype diversity of single cells 
classified by their discriminating color within heterogeneous communities, cell viability, spatial relationships and 
intensity of bacterial gene expression involved in cellular communication between individual cells within rhizoplane 
biofilms, and biofilm ecophysiology based on ribotype-differentiated radioactive substrate utilization. Its use in 
measuring the in situ spatial scale and calling distance of bacterial cell-to-cell communication during bacterial 
colonization of plant roots is available [5-7]. 
     Other CMEIAS image editing tools are being developed. One is a script of CMEIAS Actions operating within 
Adobe Photoshop and specifically designed to segment microbial populations within grayscale digital micrographs 
acquired from a variety of environmental samples (each with a different combination of background pixels). A 
CMEIAS Object Separation plugin is being developed to automatically split touching cells in thresholded images and 
has the unique ability to provide loss-less inclusion of the full contour of foreground objects during object analysis.  

2.3  CMEIAS image analysis 

The CMEIAS v.3.1 Image Analysis upgrade is designed to extract 5 major ecologically relevant types of quantitative 
information in microbial images, including object analysis of cell size, shape, luminance and location, and object 
classification / diversity of microbial morphotypes plus subpopulation signatures of their operational morphological 
units (OMUs), microbial abundance based on cumulative densities, biovolumes, biosurface areas, length of cells and 
their extent of substratum coverage, cellular metabolic activity / viability differentiated by color recognition and 
microdensitometry, autecology using fluorescent molecular probes, and in situ spatial analysis of microbial biofilm 
colonization using point-pattern, quadrat lattice and georeferenced statistical methods.  

2.4 CMEIAS applications to support the CMEIAS v. 3.1 image analysis upgrade 

The OMU classifier is built from a statistically defined, multilinear series of upper bin limits for each measurement 
attribute used in the classification scheme, and is optimized for each population of morphotypes in the community 
under investigation using the CMEIAS Size Border Cluster Analysis software application.  
      The spatial analysis module is supported by a CMEIAS Quadrat Maker program designed to optimize the 
dimensions of the grid lattice that splits a large image into smaller quadrats of equal size for high-resolution spatial 
sampling of local microbial biofilm density.  
      Finally, CMEIAS Data Preparation and Analysis addins are being developed to concatenate, analyze, tabulate, 
graph and compute ecological statistics on CMEIAS data introduced into Microsoft Excel. 

3.    Examples of CMEIAS computer-assisted microscopy and digital image analysis 

3.1 Morphological diversity as indicators of microbial community ecophysiology in freshwater lake biofilms 

Figures 1A and 1B show the morphotype diversity of 731 individual cells in representative composite images of biofilm 
communities A and B, respectively. These were analyzed using 3 abundance metrics of CMEIAS: morphotype 
differentiated cell counts, and size-weighted measures of biosurface area and biovolume for each morphotype (Table 1). 
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Fig.1 Composite images of microbial communities A and B within natural biofilms developed on glass microscope slides submerged 
in a pristine Italian Alpine lake. Bar scales are 10 µm. 

 

Table 1.   Morphological diversity of biofilm communities A and B.   

       Morphotype                  Differential Cell Counts   Biosurface Area (µm2)         Biovolume (µm3) 
                                                 A                 B                     A                  B                     A              B 
      Coccus                              586              488               2428.39       3191.20            460.02     1113.37 
      Regular Rod                     118              145               1086.58       2110.07            227.02       634.07 
      Prosthecate                         17                48                 378.13       1844.97              65.77       331.98 
      Unbranched Filament          2                 34                  59.33        1966.80               9.52        315.27           
      Curved Rod                         6                   5                  51.24            67.53               9.78          15.62 
      Ellipsoid                              0                   3                    0.00          117.27               0.00          48.42 
      Club                                     1                   3                 15.87           283.76               3.96       169.97 
      Branched Filament              0                   3                   0.00           614.21               0.00       114.14 
      U-Shaped Rod                     1                   2                 24.36             39.51               4.52           8.43 
      Total                                731               731             4043.90       10224.32           780.59     2751.26 
      Simpson Dominance    0.669            0.491                 0.442             0.214             0.437         0.250 
      Diversity (Inv. Dom.)   1.495            2.037                 2.263             4.680             2.288        3.996 
      Simpson Evenness      0.3858         0.5720                 0.6510          0.8846            0.6559      0.8431 
      Shannon Diversity        0.285           0.448                   0.457            0.769              0.540        0.742 
      % Prop. Similarity (A vs. B)     86.5                                       64.1                                   74.6          

 
 

 Data acquired using all 3 metrics of abundance showed that the structure of community A has higher dominance and 
lower evenness, hence lower computed diversity than does community B. However, size-weighted measures of the 
distribution of abundance result in decreased dominance and increased evenness for both communities; hence their 
computed diversities are increased. This morphotype-specific community analysis also reveals that the 3 measures of 
abundance are not always proportional, and in some cases, the ranked dominance of certain morphotypes is reversed 
when abundance is weighted by cell size rather than cell counts alone (e.g., cocci and curved rods). The size-weighted 
metrics of abundance are more effective than the differential cell count method in detecting differences (lower % 
proportional similarity) between the 2 communities. Also, the size-weighted metrics of abundance clearly indicate 
larger biomass for each morphotype in community B. By applying allometric scaling theory, the results suggest that 
community B is likely to be more metabolically active and growing faster than community A.  
 Table 2 provides further support of this hypothesis in the CMEIAS measurement of biosurface area/biovolume ratio 
for the coccus morphotype, which typically increases as microbes adapt to starvation stress. This ratio metric is 
significantly higher in community A, suggesting that that cells of that morphotype have sized down to improve nutrient 
acquisition efficiency as an adaptation to the oligotrophic environment (Table 2). The metric of cell length for 
filamentous morphotypes (regular rod, prosthecate, filaments) is an indicator of the state of bacteriovory stress imposed 
by predatory protists. These elongated morphotypes are significantly longer in community B, indicating that predatory 
stress is likely to be much higher in the environment of that community.   
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Table 2.  Image analysis of microbial adaptation to starvation and predatory stresses. 

Morphotype                               Surface Area/Volume (µm-1)          Cell Length (µm) 
Community                                         A                   B                          A                  B                         
Coccus                                           3804.22         2946.43                 653.47          634.67              
Regular Rod                                    602.15            693.98                357.07          558.87           
Prosthecate                                      101.25            278.21                161.75          797.08     
Unbranched Filament                        12.61            218.31                  28.16          952.25                   
Curved Rod                                       33.99              27.75                  18.58             21.07 
Ellipsoid                                              0.00                7.29                    0.00             16.27 
Club                                                     4.01                5.30                    3.83            30.17                  
Branched Filament                              0.00              16.14                    0.00           263.09 
U-Shaped Rod                                     5.38              12.60                    9.65             14.04 
Total                                              4563.61          4206.01              1232.51         3287.51      
 % Proportional Similarity                    86.61                                      53.12                   
Biosurface area/mm2 substratum   126630.0        320245.0              ---              ---    
Biovolume/mm2 substratum            27101.8          99042.9              ---              --- 
Cell length/mm2 substratum             ---                    ---              38614.5       102978.6 

 
 The series of upper bin limits for the attributes of area, length and width of each morphotype in both communities 
were optimized using the CMEIAS size border cluster analysis tool to build the user-defined size border file for OMU 
classification of these 2 communities. Figure 2 shows the Whittaker semi-log plots of the ranked relative abundance of 
the resultant OMU classes, which had a steeper decline indicative of increased dominance (corresponding lower 
evenness) for community A. Table 3 reflects these results in the OMU diversity of the 2 communities. The trend of 
differences in dominance, evenness, richness and diversity are similar to the morphotype classification analysis results 
(Table 1), with the major difference being the increased ability of the CMEIAS OMU classifier to discriminate diversity 
by using size borders specifically optimized for the communities being analyzed.   

 
 

Fig. 2 Whittaker semi-log plots of ranked relative abundance of operational morphological units in communities A and 
B classified by CMEIAS. The best fit logarithmic trendlines (dots for A and dashes for B) and their corresponding 

characteristics are indicated. 
 

Table 3. Indices of community analysis based on CMEIAS OMU classifications. 

Community Analysis Index                       Community A             Community  B 
Chao-1 Richness                                           24.000                           35.000 
Simpson’s Dominance                                    0.238                             0.162 
Simpson’s Diversity (Inverse Dominance)      4.203                             6.179 
Shannon Evenness                                          0.625                             0.695 
% Proportional Similarity                                                76.410                    
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3.2      CMEIAS analysis of spatial patterns of rice root colonization by rhizobia 

Fig. 3A Immunofluorescence microscopy of Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. trifolii cells colonized on the epidermis of a rice root. 
Bar scale is 10 µm. 3B is the segmented binary image overlaid with an optimized 8x8 grid lattice made with the CMEIAS Quadrat 
Maker software application. 

  
 
 Rhizobia, the well-known N2-fixing root nodule symbiont of legumes, also develop natural, beneficial associations 
with rice [8]. CMEIAS plotless point pattern and quadrat-based spatial analyses of the positive immunofluorescent 
bacterial cells in Fig. 3AB indicate aggregated (rather than random or uniform) distribution of the population indicative 
of its in situ positive colonization behavior without evidence of inhibition by neighbors (Table 4, Fig. 4). 

 
Table 4.  CMEIAS plotless point pattern and plot-based quadrat lattice spatial analysis of Fig. 3A. 

Randomness Test             Type of Spatial Analysis         Value         Spatial Pattern Interpretation 
Holgate Aggregation         Plotless point pattern               0.514        > 0.5, aggregated 
Hopkins Aggregation        Plotless point pattern               269.58      > 1.0, aggregated 
Clark & Evans Aggreg.     Plotless point pattern               0.692        < 1.0, aggregated 
Russ Spatial Randomness Plotless point pattern               0.690        < 0.9, aggregated 
Morista Dispersion           Plot-based Quadrat Lattice       1.964        > 1.0, aggregated 
Negative binomial K         Plot-based Quadrat Lattice      0.790        Near 1.0, aggregated 
Lloyd Patchiness               Plot-based Quadrat Lattice      1.965         > 1.0, aggregated 
Lloyd Mean Crowding      Plot-based Quadrat Lattice      2.119         > 1.0, aggregated 
Variance/Mean Ratio        Plot-based Quadrat Lattice      2.041         > 1.0, aggregated            
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3.2 CMEIAS image analysis of architectural heterogeneity in freshwater microbial biofilms  

Microscope slides with different surface polymer chemistries were submerged for 4 days in a flowing river to allow 
development of natural microbial biofilms. Digital images of the biofilms were acquired using transmitted brightfield 
microscopy, then inverted so the biofilm luminosity was proportional to its extent of light scattering (hence local 
thickness) and analyzed by CMEIAS to compare their architectures. Figures 5A and 5B are representative micrographs 
of the natural biofilms that developed on regular uncoated glass and glass coated with polylysine, a polycationic 
polymer that would electrostatically attract microbial cells with a net negative charge at neutral pH. The increased 
amount of microbial biofilm development on the polylysine-coated slide is readily apparent. Table 5 lists the 
quantitative differences in biofilm architecture measured by CMEIAS image analysis of Figs. 5A and 5B.  

 

Fig. 5A and 5B  Inverted transmitted brightfield micrographs of natural freshwater microbial biofilms developed on glass slides with 
different surface chemistries (A – uncoated control glass, B -- glass coated with polylysine polymer). Bar scale is 100 µm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 CMEIAS plotless point pattern spatial 
analysis of the empirical distribution of ranked 
separation distances between each cell’s 1st 
nearest neighbor in Fig. 3A. 
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Table 5   CMEIAS image analysis of biofilm architecture in Figures 5A and 5B. 

Measurement Feature                               Category                  Control Glass (A)             Polylysine Glass (B) 
Object Length (µm) / mm2 substratum       Size                           23145                               53090 
Cumulative Object Area (µm2)                   Size                           21068                               96968 
% Substratum Coverage                            Abundance                 7.6%                                35.1% 
Areal Porosity (Interstitual Flow)              Size                            0.924                               0.649                  
Max. Horizontal Run Length                     Size                            65                                    281 
Mean Horizontal Run Length                     Size                           5.8                                   13.9 
Max. Vertical Run Length                          Size                           74                                    187 
Mean Vertical Run Length                         Size                           6.6                                   13.7 
Mean Radius (Diffusion Distance)             Size                           1.96                                 4.12                 
Maximum Radius (Diffusion Distance)     Size                           16                                     32 
Fractal Dimension (Eucledian Dist.)          Shape                        1.215                               1.353 
Fractal Dimension (Cumulative Inter.)      Shape                        1.504                               1.909 
Compactness                                             Shape                                21.34  (Eucledian Distance A vs. B) 
Area/Bounding Box Area                          Shape                               27.89   (Eucledian Distance A vs. B) 
Perimeter/Area Eucledian Dist. A vs B      Shape                               26.41  (Eucledian Distance A vs. B) 
Integrated Density                                      Luminosity               16893                              106772 
Coeff. of Variation Gray Level                  Luminosity                       41.48  (Eucledian Distance A vs. B) 
Mean Gray Level                                       Luminosity                       35.76  (Eucledian Distance A vs. B) 
Median Gray Level                                    Luminosity                       37.25  (Eucledian Distance A vs. B)     
Hopkins Aggregation Index                      Spatial Pattern           1.65 (Random)                2.93 (Aggregated) 
 

 The results indicate that the biofilms developed on control uncoated glass were less abundant and more compact with 
less spreading contours, whereas the biofilms on polylysine coated glass were significantly larger, thicker, more 
aggregated and irregular in contour.   

 4.  Concluding statements 

Most often, information on the morphological richness, abundance, metabolic activity and spatial heterogeneity of 
microbial populations and communities in their natural habitats is visually described but rarely quantitated, thus 
compromising the potential impact of the study itself. Our CMEIAS project is designed to fill that gap by development 
and release of accurate, user-friendly and well-documented software applications of computer-assisted microscopy that 
are admirably suited to microbial population and community analysis in situ, often at single-cell resolution. The 
examples included here provide clear evidence how CMEIAS image analysis can complement molecular ecology 
methods (e.g., 16S rDNA sequencing) to gain insight into microbial community structure without cultivation.  
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